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If yIf you change you change your mindour mind
by Robby Weber
Aspiring screenwriter Harry is determined
to finish his script for an upcoming
competition but finds himself distracted by
the return of his first love, Grant, who
reveals a secret that could change
everything.

Kiss & tellKiss & tell
by Adib Khorram
On boy band Kiss & Tell's first major tour,
lead singer Hunter Drake grapples with a
painful breakup with his first boyfriend, his
first rebound, and the stress of what it
means to be queer in the public eye

My fine fellowMy fine fellow
by Jennieke Cohen
In 1830s England, where the Culinarians,
who create gorgeous food and confections,
are the creme de la creme of high society,
three individuals combine forces to pull off
a delectable caper that will bring them
fame, fortune and a little romance..

An arrow to the moonAn arrow to the moon
by Emily X. R. Pan
Navigating their families enmity and
secrets, Hunter and Luna find everything
falling apart around them and must rely on
their love to see them through .

FFools in loools in lovve : fresh twists one : fresh twists on
romantic talesromantic tales
by Ashley Herring Blake
This collection of genre-bending and
original stories celebrates the power of love
in all its forms.

More than just a pretty faceMore than just a pretty face
by Syed Masood
Enduring family disapproval and the
possible cancellation of his arranged
marriage because of his ambition to
become a chef, Danyal Jilani competes in a
school-wide academic championship, where
his efforts to prove his intelligence are
complicated by his crush on a teammate.

EvEverything, eerything, evverythingerything
by Nicola Yoon
A girl confined to her house by rare and
profound allergies falls hopelessly in love
with her new neighbor, in a story told
through vignettes, diary entries, texts,
charts, lists and illustrations.

Hani and Ishu's guide to fakHani and Ishu's guide to fakee
datingdating
by Adiba Jaigirdar
"Everyone likes Humaira 'Hani' Khan--she's
easy going and one of the most popular girls
at school. But when she comes out to her
friends as bisexual, they invalidate her
identity, saying she can't be bi if she's only
dated guys. Panicked, Hani blurts outthat

she's in a relationship...with a girl her friends absolutely hate--
Ishita 'Ishu' Dey. She's an academic overachiever who hopes
that becoming head girl will set her on the right track for
college. Despite their mutually beneficial pact, they start
developing real feelings for each other"

The waThe way yy you makou make me feele me feel
by Maurene Goo
Sentenced to a summer working on her
father's food truck after taking a joke too
far, prankster Korean-American Clara Shin
unexpectedly bonds with a straitlaced co-
worker and a cute boy on another food
truck while reevaluating her relationship
with her estranged mother. By the author

of I Believe in a Thing Called Love. Simultaneous eBook.

A court of thorns and rosesA court of thorns and roses
by Sarah J. Maas
Dragged off to a treacherous magical land
as retribution for killing a wolf, huntress
Feyre learns that her captor is one of the
lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her
world.

Only mostly deOnly mostly devastatedvastated
by Sophie. Gonzales
When his aunt's illness keeps Ollie in North
Carolina, he hopes his summer fling with
Will can grow into something more, but at
school Will proves to be a completely
different--and firmly closeted--man
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The stars and the blacknessThe stars and the blackness
between thembetween them
by Junauda Petrus
Told in two voices, sixteen-year-old Audre
and Mabel, both young women of color
from different backgrounds, fall in love and
figure out how to care for each other as one
of them faces a fatal illness

A pho loA pho lovve storye story
by Loan Le
Avoiding each other most of their lives
because of a mysterious rivalry, two
Vietnamese-American teens from
competing pho restaurants fall in love by
chance while uncovering the reason behind
their families’ generations-old feud. A first
novel.

I kissed AliceI kissed Alice
by Anna Birch
Fiercely competing for a coveted
scholarship, Alabama Fine Arts Academy
rivals Rhodes and Iliana discover
unexpected feelings for one another while
unknowingly collaborating on a graphic
novel for an anonymous fan-fiction
website.

LLoovve, decodede, decoded
by Jennifer Yen
When the friend-matching app she co-
created for an app-writing contest goes
viral and leads to scandal, top student Gigi
realizes her desire to be the best could cost
her the people she cares about.

A complicated loA complicated lovve story set ine story set in
spacespace
by Shaun David Hutchinson
Sixteen-year-olds Noa, DJ, and Jenny
awake on a spaceship, unaware of how they
got there or what is coming, but soon Noa
and DJ are falling in love

Kisses and croissantsKisses and croissants
by Anne-Sophie Jouhanneau
Attending an elite summer program in Paris
in the hope of landing an audition with one
of the worlds leading dance companies, a
16-year-old ballerina bonds with a
charming local who introduces her to the
City of Lights and its unexpected mysteries..

The marvThe marvelous Mirza girlselous Mirza girls
by Sheba Karim
Accompanying her mother on a gap-year
visit to New Delhi after a beloved aunt’s
death, Noreen rediscovers her cultural
heritage alongside a handsome youth
before their growing feelings trigger a
family scandal. By the author of Skunk Girl..

A taste for loA taste for lovvee
by Jennifer Yen
Resisting her professional baker mother’s
traditional beliefs about relationships, high
school senior Liza resolves to prove herself
during an annual junior baking competition
only to discover that all of the other
contestants are Asian-American men her
mother picked for her to date.

Kate in waitingKate in waiting
by Becky Albertalli
Best friends Kate Garfield and Anderson
Walker share a love of theater and crushes
on the same guys, but when one of their
long-distance crushes shows up at their
school, real feelings might end their
friendship

Misfit in loMisfit in lovvee
by S. K. Ali
Looking to reconnect with her mother and
pursue a relationship of her own the
summer before college, misfit Janna finds
her efforts complicated by her brother’s
wedding plans, her mother’s new love
interest and two very different young men.

ExExcuse me while I ugly crycuse me while I ugly cry
by Joya Goffney
"Quinn keeps lists of everything. By writing
her fears on paper, she never has to face
them in real life. That is,until her journal
goes missing... Then an anonymous account
posts one of her lists on Instagram for the
whole school to see and blackmails her into
facing seven of her greatest fears, or else

her entire journal will go public. "

MaMaybe weybe we're electric're electric
by Val Emmich
Stranded together in the Thomas Edison
museum during a snowstorm, Tegan and
star athlete Mac Durant cast aside their
public personas and family pressures long
enough to forge an unexpected bond over
one unforgettable night.
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